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The best - and most enjoyable - way to find out about
whiskies is by drinking them. This truly hands-on handbook
takes you on a tasting journey to discover your own personal
whisky style, and helps you to expand your horizons so you
can find a world of new whiskies to enjoy. Through a series of
guided at-home tastings, you'll get familiar with the full
spectrum of whisky aromas and flavours on offer - from the
smoky tang of Islay peat to the aromatic scent of Japanese
oak. Find out how to engage all your senses to navigate the
range of malts, grains and blended whiskies and get to grips
with different whisky styles. Take a tasting tour of the world's
finest makers, including iconic Scottish distilleries and smallscale artisan producers all over the globe. And as you
become more whisky-confident, you can break out of your
whisky comfort zone. Do you love the honeyed sweetness of
a Kentucky Bourbon? If so, why not try a smooth malt that's
been aged in ex-Bourbon barrels? Or a creamy, oat-infused
Irish craft whiskey? Guides to whisky prices and ages will
help you to make smart buys. Discover how to pour, store
and serve whiskies and match them with foods. Learn to mix
cocktails, from a classic whiskey sour to your own signature
creation. With 20 step-by-step whisky tastings, clear
infographics and jargon-busting advice - taste your way to
whisky wisdom.
The Way of WhiskyA Journey Around Japanese
WhiskyHachette UK
Mit diesem Titel beweist der weltweit führende Whiskyexperte
Dave Broom: Whisky kann auf unzählige und vielseitige Arten
genossen werden - ob klassisch mit Wasser oder gemixt mit
Cola oder Grünem Tee - oder in Cocktails wie Manhattan
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oder Rusty Nail. Die meistern Whiskybücher erklären den
Lesern, wie sie zu Experten werden. Dieses erzählt davon,
wie man Whisky am besten trinkt! Es ist voller praktischer und
unterhaltsamer Informationen rund um den Whisky-Genuss.
Whiskyexperte Dave Broom geht auf alle nur möglichen
Whisky-Stile ein und räumt mit landläufigen Mythen auf, wie
Whisky dürfe nur pur getrunken werden. Mit kompakten
Einführungen in die einzelnen Whiskys lässt der Autor die
Leser an seinen Entdeckungen teilhaben und führt sie zu
neuen Geschmackserlebnissen: Einfach einsteigen, selbst
mixen und genießen!
A region by region guide to Scottish distilleries.
The perfect accompaniment to your whiskey tasting journey
The best - and most enjoyable - way to find out about
whiskies is by drinking them. This truly hands-on handbook
takes you on a tasting journey to discover your own personal
whiskey style, and helps you to expand your horizons so you
can find a world of new whiskies to enjoy. Through a series of
guided at-home tastings, you'll get familiar with the full
spectrum of whiskey aromas and flavours on offer - from the
smokey tang of Islay peat to the aromatic scent of Japanese
oak. Find out how to engage all your senses to navigate the
range of malts, grains and blended whiskies and get to grips
with different whiskey styles. Take a tasting tour of the world's
finest makers, including iconic Scottish distilleries and the
small-scale artisan producers all over the globe. And as you
become more whisky-confident, you can break out of your
whisky comfort zone. Do you love the honeyed sweetness of
a Kentucky Bourbon? If so, why not try a smooth malt that's
been aged in ex-Bourbon barrels? Or a creamy, oat-infused
Irish craft whiskey? Guides to whiskey prices and ages will
help you to make smart buys. Discover how to pour, store
and serve whiskies and match them with foods. Learn to mix
cocktails, from a classic whiskey sour to your own signature
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creation. With 20 step-by-step whiskey tastings, clear
infographics and jargon-busting advice - taste your way to
whiskey wisdom.
A Field Guide to Whisky is a one-stop guide for all the
information a whisky enthusiast needs. With the whisky
market booming all over the world, now is a perfect time for a
comprehensive guide to this popular brown spirit. What are
the basic ingredients in all whiskies? How does it get its
flavor? Which big-name brands truly deserve their reputation?
What are the current whisky trends around the world? And
who was Jack Daniel, anyway? This abundance of
information is distilled(!) into 324 short entries covering basic
whisky literacy, production methods, consumption tips,
trends, trivia, geographical maps and lists of distilleries,
whisky trails, bars, hotels, and festivals by an industry insider.
Boasting 230 color photographs and a beautiful package to
boot, A Field Guide to Whisky will make a whisky expert out
of anyone.
This authoritative book gives simple advice on how to enjoy
the immense diversity of whisky, and how to become more
adventurous with your choice of flavors and styles. Whisky is
the world's favorite spirit and is enjoying booming sales, yet
too often it is shrouded in mystery, myth and complexsounding terminology. This book--written by three world-class
experts--cuts through the jargon and offers first-rate advice on
what to taste and try. It covers not just famous Highland
malts, Irish pot still whiskeys, and American bourbons, but
also whiskies from South East Asia, Japan, and Canada.
Each entry includes a short description of the distillery,
information for visitors, tasting notes, and flavor profiles of the
best-known blends. The history of whisky and its production
methods are clearly explained, and there is advice on how to
nose, taste, and savor, as well as how to organize a whisky
tasting. There is also a selection of classic whisky cocktails,
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and advice on food pairing.
Winner of the André Simon John Avery award 'This book is
incredible' - Alex Kratena An in-depth, personal journey
around Japan's whisky distilleries. Award-winning author and
Japanese whisky expert, Dave Broom, tells their story and
unveils the philosophy that lies behind this fascinating whisky
culture, and how it relates to many Japanese concepts. Dave
looks at the history and output of each distillery, considering
the elements that make that particular whisky what it is, and
including tasting notes. Features on aspects of Japanese life
and culture that are crucial to a wider understanding, from the
importance of the seasons to the role of craftsmanship, add
to the picture. And interwoven throughout the book is the
fascinating narrative of the journey across Japan which Dave
made with photographer Kohei Take, offering further insight
into the country which creates this wonderful drink and
making this a must-have edition for any whisky lover, whisky
drinker, whisky collector or Japanophile.
This highly accessible and enjoyable guide is full of practical
and fascinating information about how to enjoy whisky. All
whisky styles are covered, including (just whisper it) blends.
Along the way a good few myths are exploded, including the
idea that whisky has to be taken neat. In 'What to Drink',
Dave Broom explores flavour camps - how to understand a
style of whisky - and moves on to provide extensive tasting
notes of the major brands, demonstrating whisky's
extraordinary diversity. In 'How to Drink', he sets out how to
enjoy whisky in myriad ways - using water and mixers, from
soda to green tea; and in cocktails, from the Manhattan to the
Rusty Nail. He even looks at pairing whisky and food. In this
spirited, entertaining and no-nonsense guide, worldrenowned expert Dave Broom dispels the mysteries of whisky
and unlocks a whole host of exciting possibilities for this
magical drink.
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In most areas of human endeavor, bluffing is an easy way of
getting by -- a method of artificially appearing knowledgeable.
The Bluffer's Guides are a three million-copy best-selling
series of snappy little books containing facts, jargon, and
inside information -- all that readers need to know to hold their
own among the experts.
The perfect accompaniment to your whiskey tasting journey
The best - and most enjoyable - way to find out about
whiskies is by drinking them. This truly hands-on handbook
takes you on a tasting journey to discover your own personal
whiskey style, and helps you to expand your horizons so you
can find a world of new whiskies to enjoy. Through a series of
guided at-home tastings, you'll get familiar with the full
spectrum of whiskey aromas and flavors on offer - from the
smokey tang of Islay peat to the aromatic scent of Japanese
oak. Find out how to engage all your senses to navigate the
range of malts, grains and blended whiskies and get to grips
with different whiskey styles. Take a tasting tour of the world's
finest makers, including iconic Scottish distilleries and the
small-scale artisan producers all over the globe. And as you
become more whisky-confident, you can break out of your
whisky comfort zone. Do you love the honeyed sweetness of
a Kentucky Bourbon? If so, why not try a smooth malt that's
been aged in ex-Bourbon barrels? Or a creamy, oat-infused
Irish craft whiskey? Guides to whiskey prices and ages will
help you to make smart buys. Discover how to pour, store
and serve whiskies and match them with foods. Learn to mix
cocktails, from a classic whiskey sour to your own signature
creation. With 20 step-by-step whiskey tastings, clear
infographics and jargon-busting advice - taste your way to
whiskey wisdom.
'You could not write a more sophisticated book or pack more
detail onto each page...it is rocket science impressive'
Huffington Post In recent years, gin has shed its oldPage 5/20
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fashioned image and been reborn as a hot and hip spirit. The
number of brands grows every day and bartenders - and
consumers - are now beginning to re-examine gin as a quality
base spirit for drinks both simple and complex. Now, with
more brands available than ever before, it is the time to set
out what makes gin special, what its flavours are and how to
get the most out of the brands you buy. With this book as
your guide, discover: How gin is made What a botanical is
and how they impact a gin's flavour What the difference
between Dutch, London, Scottish, Spanish and American
gins is How you drink them to maximise your pleasure
Whether there is life beyond the gin & tonic (yes!) The body
of the book covers 120 gins which Dave has tested four ways
- with tonic, with lemonade, in a negroni and in a martini - and
then scored. In addition, each gin is categorised according to
an ingenious flavour camp system, which highlights its core
properties and allows you to understand how you can best
drink it, and therefore enjoy it.

Look at the back label of a bottle of wine and you
may well see a reference to its terroir, the total local
environment of the vineyard that grew the grapes,
from its soil to the climate. Winemakers universally
accept that where a grape is grown influences its
chemistry, which in turn changes the flavor of the
wine. A detailed system has codified the idea that
place matters to wine. So why don’t we feel the
same way about whiskey? In this book, the master
distiller Rob Arnold reveals how innovative whiskey
producers are recapturing a sense of place to create
distinctive, nuanced flavors. He takes readers on a
world tour of whiskey and the science of flavor,
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stopping along the way at distilleries in Kentucky,
New York, Texas, Ireland, and Scotland. Arnold puts
the spotlight on a new generation of distillers, plant
breeders, and local farmers who are bringing back
long-forgotten grain flavors and creating new ones in
pursuit of terroir. In the twentieth century, we
inadvertently bred distinctive tastes out of grains in
favor of high yields—but today’s artisans have
teamed up to remove themselves from the
commodity grain system, resurrect heirloom cereals,
bring new varieties to life, and recapture the flavors
of specific local ingredients. The Terroir of Whiskey
makes the scientific and cultural cases that terroir is
as important in whiskey as it is in wine.
Fourth edition, fully revised and updated. 101
Whiskies to Try Before You Die is a whisky guide
with a difference. It is not an awards list. It is not a
list of the 101 'best' whiskies in the world in the
opinion of a self-appointed whisky guru. It is simply a
guide to the 101 whiskies that enthusiasts must seek
out and try in order to complete their whisky
education. Avoiding the deliberately obscure, the
ridiculously limited and the absurdly expensive,
whisky expert Ian Buxton recommends an eclectic
selection of old favourites, stellar newcomers and
mystifyingly unknown drams that simply have to be
drunk. The book decodes the marketing hype and
gets straight to the point; whether from Canada,
India, America, Sweden, Ireland, Japan or the hills,
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glens and islands of Scotland, here are the 101
whiskies that you really want. Try them before you
die - Slainte!
Shortlisted for the Fortnum & Mason Drink Book
award. This is a book about how to drink rum of all
kinds. It's about classic rums and new-generation
rums, about rhum agricole and about premium aged
rums, about rums from all over the world. It's about
rum enjoyed with cola and ginger beer. About the
best rum for a classic daquiri. About rum cocktails
that ooze style and personality. Above all, it's about
enjoying your rum in ways you never thought
possible. The premium rum market is growing at an
astonishing rate. The mission of this book is to help
drinkers appreciate this complex spirit, find the style
they like and discover how this versatile spirit can
best be enjoyed. It will help you to understand your
rum - how it's produced (whether from molasses,
cane syrup or cane juice) and whether it's dry,
sweet, fresh or oaky. More than 100 different rums
are featured and analysed, from rich, sweet mellow
Guyana rums to the vegetal peppery rums of
Martinique or Guadeloupe and contemporary spiced
rums. Dave Broom provides a description and
graded tasting notes for each brand, allowing you to
create the perfect mix every time. Finally, a selection
of classic and contemporary cocktails shows just
how wonderfully versatile this spirit is.
In the populist tradition of Andrea Immer, New York
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City’s first female whiskey sommelier translates
today’s hottest spirit for a new generation of
imbibers Whiskey is in the midst of a huge
renaissance. Ten years ago, the United States
housed sixty-nine craft distillers; today, there are
more than four hundred. Exports of Scotch whisky
grew 12 percent just last year. Sales are
skyrocketing, and specialty bars are popping up
around the country, from New York City to Chicago
to Houston. Yet whiskey drinkers—especially
novices—are more confused than ever. Over the past
decade, whiskey expert Heather Greene has been
bombarded with thousands of questions, including:
Can I have ice in my whiskey? Why is it sometimes
spelled "whisky"? What makes bourbon different? As
New York City’s first female whiskey sommelier,
Greene introduces audiences to the spirit’s charms
and challenges the boys' club sensibilities that have
made whiskey seem inaccessible, with surprising
new research that shows the crucial importance of
"nosing" whiskey. Through lively tastings, speaking
engagements, and classes such as the popular
"Whiskey as an Aphrodisiac," Greene has been
demystifying whiskey the way Andrea Immer did
wine a decade ago. In this lively and authoritative
guide, Greene uses bright visuals, an easy-to-read
format, and the familiar vocabulary of wine to teach
readers about whiskey and encourage them to make
their own evaluations. Peppered with wry anecdotes
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drawn from her unusual life—and including recipes for
delicious cocktails by some of today’s most
celebrated mixologists—Whiskey Distilled will be
enthusiastically greeted by the whiskey curious as
well as by journeymen whiskey drinkers thirsty to
learn more about their beloved tipple.
An authority on Scotch whisky An ideal addition to a
collection of whisky books for beginners or whisky
distilling books Fantastic gift for any whisky lovers
Have you ever wondered why Scotch whisky tastes
the way it does? Have you ever questioned the
history of whisky and how its flavor notes have
changed over the years? If so, then this book is for
you! The flavor of Scotch whisky is influenced by a
combination of history, craft, science, and tradition.
Whether it is single malt Scotch whisky, dalmore
whisky, or peat whisky, you will learn something
about it in this book. This book on scotch is also a
compendium of curiosities! Learn about bottles of
scotch, including orbit bottle labels, whiskey green
labels, and more. Whiskypedia also outlines
information about individual distilleries. Each one
provides their whiskies with unique characteristics.
They are grounded in the craft and custom of the
distillery and its district, but the real key influences
on the flavor are how the spirit is matured, the
distilling equipment itself, and how the distilling
equipment is operated. This guide explores all of
those influences and more. Whiskypedia is the first
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comprehensive source of the flavor and character of
every malt whisky in Scotland. Written by Charles
MacLean, “a world authority on malt whisky” (Daily
Telegraph), shares his wisdom throughout this book.
The history of Scotch whisky and information on
Scotch distilling are also included. John
MacPherson’s stunning photos compliment the text
well. This is an ideal book about Scotch for any
whisky fan. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our
Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish
a broad range of cookbooks, including books on
juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and
winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking.
We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free
cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw
foods, and more. Our list includes French cooking,
Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking,
Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning
and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and
vinegar, bone broth, and more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
The best whisky book ever - a must-read for
drinkers! - Forbes The perfect go-to reference guide
for the whisky lover's bookshelf. - Whisky Magazine
Award-winning author and whisky expert Dave
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Broom explores over 200 distilleries and examines
over 400 expressions. Detailed descriptions of the
Scottish distilleries can be found here, while Ireland,
Japan, the USA, Canada and the rest of the world
are given exhaustive coverage. There are tasting
notes on single malts from Aberfeldy to Tormore,
Yoichi (and coverage of the best of the blends). Six
specially created 'Flavour Camp Charts' group
whiskies by style and allow readers to identify new
whiskies from around the world to try. This
extensively updated and extended edition features
new material on burgeoning areas, including detailed
coverage of many recently opened US craft
distilleries, new distilleries in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland, and discussion of the growing whisky
scene in Latin America. With over 200 beautiful
colour photographs and 21 colour maps locating
distilleries and whisky-related sites, this is a stylish
celebration of the heritage, romance, craftsmanship
and versatility of whisky.
Written by the Fortnum & Mason Drinks Writer of the
Year 2020. Updated with more than 80 new gins. With
more gin brands available than ever before, you need to
know how to choose and get the most out of the brands
you buy, understanding their flavours so you drink them
in the most delicious way possible. Award-winning spirits
writer Dave Broom has tested thousands of gins from all
over the world to choose the 125 selected to appear in
this book. As well as the gin selection, he has also tasted
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and scored each one four ways - in a G&T, a negroni, a
martini and with lemonade (a gin that's perfect for a
martini may be exactly the opposite in a G&T). So not
only do you get to drink the world's best gins, you get to
drink them in the best possible way. Praise for the first
edition: "You could not write a more sophisticated book
or pack more detail onto each page...it is rocket science
impressive" - Huffington Post
"In his new book, journalist Brian Ashcraft digs into the
short but colorful history of the Japanese liquor and the
process that differentiates Japan's labels from their
Western cousins. Plus, whisky authority Yuji Kawasaki
shares tasting notes for more than a hundred
bottles."—Travel + Leisure Japanese whisky has been
around for less than a century, but is now winning all the
major international awards. How did this happen and
what are the secrets of the master distillers? This whisky
book divulges these secrets for the first time. Japanese
Whisky features never-before-published archival images
and interviews chronicling the forgotten stories of
Japan's pioneering whisky makers. It reveals the unique
materials and methods used by the Japanese distillers
including mizunara wood, Japanese barley, and novel
production methods unique to Japan. It also examines
the close cultural connections between Japanese scotch
and whisky drinkers and their favorite tipples. For the first
time in English, this book presents over a hundred
independently scored tastings from leading Japanese
whisky blogger, Yuji Kawasaki, shedding new light on
Japan's most famous single malts as well as grain
whiskies and blends. Japan expert Brian Ashcraft and
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photographer Idzuhiko Ueda crisscrossed Japan visiting
all the major makers to talk about past and present
whisky distillers, blenders and coopers. Japanophiles,
whisky lovers, travelers, and history buffs will all find
something fascinating within these pages, including:
Tasting notes and scores of every major Japanese
whisky brand A complete account of the unique
production methods and ingredients Information about
visiting distilleries in Japan Hundreds of color photos
documenting the history and modern practices of
Japanese whisky Exclusive interviews and previously
unpublished personal accounts from leading industry
figures Japanese Whisky not only explains how the
country's award-winning whiskies are made, but also the
complete whisky history and culture, so readers can truly
appreciate the subtle Japanese whiskies they're drinking
and buying. Kanpai!
Like many Scottish traditions, the production of malt
whisky is shrouded in romance and history. This visually
stunning guide takes us, region by region, to 100 of
Scotland’s distilleries, imparting a wealth of insights into
the industry along the way. The book looks not only at
what whisky is, but also at what makes it so special.
Produced with the full cooperation of leading distillers, it
reveals the entire process of making whisky. It also
explains label jargon, examines the various whiskyproducing regions, describes all the distilleries in detail,
and provides information for visitors. Highly illustrated
with outstanding color photos, Malt Whisky will please
both connoisseurs and whisky-loving novices.
...what? Whisky made in Japan?...seriously? This is the
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kind of remark one could often hear in the past when
people (specially in the West) were offered an alternative
to Scottish whisky. But here is the good news: times
have changed, and for the better! As a matter of fact, you
may now happen to hear more often something along
these lines: ...what, you ran out of my favourite
Yamazaki?...seriously?Some people first learned that
Japan was making whisky with "Lost in Translation", a
Sofia Coppola movie from 2003.Some other do not
realise that Japan not only has its own single malt and
blended whiskies, but it is the world's third largest
producer (of whisky) behind the Scots and the
Americans effectively surpassing the Irish!But what
makes Japanese whisky so special that it is now one of
the most expensive spirits worldwide? What are the
differences with a Scottish (or American) whisky?How
come that "The Whisky Bible", the most known magazine
in the whisky world, elected a Japanese, the Yamazaki
Sherry Cask 2013, as its 2015 "World Whisky of the
Year"?We'll see all of this and more in this
book!Answering these questions, will lead us through a
fascinating journey into the (drinking) culture of Japan:
from its origins, all the way to the creation of one of the
most refined spirits ever produced by mankind.Whether
you're a whisky aficionado or not even a drinker, whether
you're a Nippon fan or simply curious about the story
behind some of the most expensive drinks in the world,
you'll enjoy reading this book!Kampai!
From their restaurant in Speyside the authors have
created a range of recipes, each using Scotch whisky to
compliment or contrast the food.
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Zerklüftete Felsen reichen bis in die Brandung hinein, ein
entstellter Körper liegt verdreht dazwischen im Sand.
Dieser Anblick bietet sich DCI Jim Daley, den es von den
rauen Straßen Glasgows an die sonst beschaulichen
Strände der Kintyre-Halbinsel verschlägt: Mit seinem
Partner DC Scott wird er in das Fischerdorf Kinloch
beordert, da sich die örtliche Polizei mit der dort
angespülten Frauenleiche überfordert zeigt. Während sie
innerhalb der verschworenen Dorfgemeinschaft
ermitteln, müssen die beiden feststellen, dass jemand
bereit ist, dafür zu töten, dass bestimmte Fragen
ungestellt bleiben ... "Breit angelegte Kriminalgeschichte,
spannend und unterhaltsam zugleich." Buchkultur
"‚Tödliches Treibgut‘ von Denzil Meyrick überzeugt vor
allem durch die Figuren und ihre Beziehungen
zueinander. Beides nimmt breiten Raum ein. Die raue
Schönheit der westschottischen Küste zieht rasch in
ihren Bann. Man wandert zwischen Klippen umher und
wird ordentlich durchgepustet, um sich hinterher im
örtlichen Pub ein wärmendes Getränk zu gönnen."
Aachener Nachrichten "Fesselnd und mitreißend ..." The
Wall Street Journal "Die richtige Prise Authenzität ... ein
packender Stil ... höchst beachtlich." The Herald
"Meyrick versteht es, eine gute Geschichte zu erzählen
und noch der unwichtigsten Nebenfigur Leben
einzuhauchen." Scots Magazine "Denzil Meyrick wird
bald in einem Atemzug mit Alex Gray, Denise Mina und
Stuart MacBride genannt. Sehr beeindruckend." Lennox
Herald
In 1885, Alfred Barnard was charged with the task of
visiting and reporting on every active Whisky distillery
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throughout Scotland, Ireland and England. It took him
two exhaustive years. In this book you will see the
distilleries through his eyes. His detailed descriptions of
every step in the distilling process is work that remains
unparalleled to this day. But that's only part of the story.
As he and his companions traveled the countryside, he
fell in love with Scotland and all its grandeur as well as
the lush landscapes of Ireland. As you read through this
book - presented as an ebook for the very first time you'll fall in love, as well. Part technical document and
part travelogue, you're almost getting two books in one
intertwined volume. Granted, this text lacks the visual
beauty and splendor of the fine print editions, but the
words stand up on their own and will transport you to a
Victorian adventure that was, is and always will be one of
a kind. This edition does not contain the additional
writings of Alfred Barnard that are found in recent print
editions, just the text of his original book. There are two
additional chapters from his writings giving added detail
for Glenglassaugh and Glenfarclas.
Pour a stiff drink and crack open this comprehensive
guide to everything there is to know about the world’s
greatest whiskeys. Exploring the traditions behind
bourbon, Scotch, Irish, and even Japanese whiskey,
you’ll discover how unique flavors are created through
variations of ingredients and different distilling
techniques. With advice on how to collect, age, and
serve whiskey, as well as suggestions for proven food
pairings, you’ll be inspired to share your knowledge and
invite your friends over for a delicious whiskey tasting
party.
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This is a book about how to drink gin of all kinds. It's
about classic gins and new-generation gins, about gins
from all over the world. It's about gin enjoyed with tonic
and Sicilian lemonade. About the perfect martini gin and
the best gin for a negroni. It's about juniper-heavy and
delicate aromatic gins. About gin cocktails that ooze style
and personality. Above all it's about enjoying your gin in
ways you never thought possible. With more gin brands
available than ever before, it is the time to set out what
makes gin special, what its flavours are and how to get
the most out of the brands you buy. For this new edition,
Dave has revised more than half of the entries to include
the best gins available today. Praise for the first edition
of Gin: The Manual: 'You could not write a more
sophisticated book or pack more detail onto each
page...it is rocket science impressive' - Huffington Post
Erfahren Sie, warum Rum gerade eine echte
Renaissance erlebt und heute zu den angesagtesten
Spirituosen zählt! Die Zahl der Rum-Marken wächst
unaufhörlich – Bartender und Liebhaber entdecken ihn
als qualitativ hochwertige Basis-Spirituose für einfache
und komplexe Drinks. Dave Broom zeigt kenntnisreich,
was es mit international verbreiteten Stilen, wie Premium
Aged und Spiced Rums, sowie mit besonderen Rums,
wie Cachaça auf sich hat. Mit kurzen Einführungen in
über 100 Rumsorten, Hintergründen zur deren
Entstehung und einer aromatischen Verortung auf einer
Flavour Map lässt er die Leser teilhaben an seinen
Entdeckungen. Er beschreibt darüber hinaus, mit
welchem Begleiter (von Kokoswasser über Ginger Beer
und Clementinensaft bis Cola) der jeweilige Rum am
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besten zu trinken ist: Einfach einsteigen, selbst mixen
und genießen! Über 50 Cocktail-Rezepte bieten weitere
faszinierende Geschmackserlebnisse und zeigen: Rum
gehört in jede sortierte Hausbar!
A new and updated edition of the classic, definitive guide
to malt whiskies, written by the late Michael Jackson and
updated by whisky experts Dominic Roskrow and Gavin
D. Smith. The fully revised 7th edition of the Malt Whisky
Companion will teach you everything you want to know
about your favourite tipple. How should you taste a
single malt scotch whisky? Which whiskies are light and
flowery, or rich and treacly? How different is a single malt
scotch from a distillery in the Highlands to one from the
islands? Find whisky tasting notes on over 1,000 malts
arranged from A-Z, including vintages from 1926
onwards and the very latest releases. For distilleries in
the New World Whisky section there are brand-new
whisky tasting notes. This comprehensive whisky guide
defines the characteristics of each whisky, gives it an
overall score, making it the perfect companion for keen
whisky drinkers and new converts to the wonderful world
of the single malt.
Through a series of guided at-home tastings, you'll
become familiar with the full spectrum of whisky aromas
and flavours on offer - from the smoky tang of Islay peat
to the sandalwood scent of Japanese oak. Find out how
to engage all your senses to navigate the range of malts,
grains and blended whiskies and come to grips with
different whisky styles. Take a tasting tour of the world's
finest makers, including iconic Scottish distilleries and
the small-scale artisan producers springing up all over
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the globe. And as you become more whisky-confident,
you can break out of your whisky comfort zone. Do you
love the honeyed sweetness of a Kentucky bourbon? If
so, why not try a smooth malt that's been aged in exbourbon barrels? Or a creamy, oat-infused Irish craft
whisky? A fact-packed know-how section helps you to
read labels and make smart buys. Discover how to pour,
store and serve whiskies and match them with foods.
Learn to mix cocktails, from a classic whisky sour to your
own signature creation. With 20 step-by-step whisky
tastings, and brimming with clear infographics and jargonbusting advice, Whisky- A Tasting Coursehelps you taste
your way to whisky wisdom.
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